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With the grand opening of TracFone Wireless’ new stores, we’ve made it even easier to save.
Let our experts show you your next favorite plan and phone today.
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If you are a data guzzler rather than a data sipper, MetroPCS offers a truly unlimited $60 per
month plan that's cheaper than any other prepaid plan we spotted. If you’re having trouble with
data on your non-Koodo phone, you might need to configure your network settings for Koodo.
The steps below may not be exactly the same.
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Lets consider the realistic options for a *light/moderate* minutes and data user but moderate/high
SMS user, Tracfone vs unlimited/high text monthly plans: ~ $19/m on.
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If you’re having trouble with data on your non-Koodo phone, you might need to configure your
network settings for Koodo. The steps below may not be exactly the same.
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